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Falcons sweep Alabama Chargers
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editoi

first round of the Central Collegiate
I lockey Association playoffs.
Fresh faces

The BG hockey team is finding an
early season groove.
With Brett Mohler and Bryce
The Falcons swept Alabama- Williamson sidelined on Friday with
lluntsville this weekend and are cur- injuries, Mike link and Ryan Viselli
rently riding a three-game winning saw their first action of the young
streak to push their record to .500 season.
at 3-3.
Fink responded well, notching two
"We're trying to build any confi- goals and an assist on the weekend,
dence we can, and obviously results while Viselli chipped in with an assist
like that help," IKi coach Chris on Friday.
Bergeron said.
"It's really tough watching from the
While it is still early in the season, stands, but it's part ol it and when you
and Bergeron is still not content with get into the lineup, yon have to make
the team's play over long stretches, it the most of it." Fink said
is the first time since the 2007-08 seaIn addition to those two, Mohler
son that the team is at .500 or better and Andrew Wallace both notched
after six games.
their first career goals over the week
That season, the Falcons started
See SWEEP | Page 7
7-2 and beat Lake Superior in the

ENOCH wu
SCORE: F.viinmates and fans cheer for BGSU defenseman Ryan Peltoma (2) after he scores in overtime to bring the Falcons to a 5-4 victory as
Alabarna-Huntsville players loot on
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A week from Tuesday is Election Day. Here is how the Governor candidates stand on some of the issues:
*"££'4«li:&*%"-' I B^HH
JOBS: Strickland wants to create new jobs by
giving businesses opportunities to expend.

JOBStJClsich wants to replace the current economic development system with JobsOhio, a new
not-for-profit corporation that will report to the
governor. It will oversee the state's efforts to stimulate the state's economy and create jobs.

HEALTH CARE: Supporter of Obama's health
care plan. Strickland plans to continue to
Implement his health care reform.

HEALTH CARE: Kasich is not a supporter of the
Obama Health care plan, but has his own plan
that involves less government involvement.

EDUCATION: Strickland will continue his
reform of Ohio's education systemby putting
money into new and better schools, focusing
on "21st century skills" to prepare students for
the workplace and incorporating the "Closing
the Achievement Gap" program to retain at-risk
students.

EDUCATION: Kasich wants to set higher standards for schools, increase the amount of technology used in the classroom and hold teachers more
accountable.
TAXES: Kasich believes Ohio's high taxes are a
'burden" to families, and keeping businesses from
creating new jobs. I le wants to reduce state government spending so taxes can be reduced.

TAXES: Strickland wants to maintain the
current tax rate and cut statewide spending to
lessen the state deficit.

Other Candidates: Dennis Spisak. the Green Party. Ken Mates/., the Libertarian Party
Source: Tedstrickland.com and Kasichforohio.com
Compiled by The BG News
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Soldier dies after parachuting
accident in Ohio

Ohio factory deaths

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - An Ohio

CLEVELAND I.AP) - Poke say a mar

National Guard soldier died four days after

has been chaiged with murder in the shooting

being injured in a parachuting accident during

deaths of two people a: an Ohio manufactunng

an airborne training excuse, officials said

plant

The guard said the soldier, who hasn't been
identified, died earfy Sunday morning at a hospital in Columbus

to hospitals following jumps Wednesday after-

outside the Cleveland factory where she worked.
Police say Rodriguez used her employee iden-

noon at the Rickenbacker Air National Guard

tification card to get inside the building and then

base.

shot her co-worker Eduardo Pupo. Rodriguez is

Officials said the men caught a wind gust
and hit the ground hard after they parachuted
from a plane Wind speeds at the airport at the
BRAINS: Dave Miller. President and moderator of the Zombies Vs Humans game reiterates rules and clarifies areas that are within the bounds of play

The aggravated-murder charges filed Sunday
come two days after authorities say Pedro
Rodnguez killed 49-year-old Graoela Morales

The soldier was one of four who were taken

TVIER STABILE

Man charged wttti murder in 2

scheduled to appear in court Monday, it wasn't
immediately clear if he had a lawyer
A spokesman for the Cuyahoga (ky-uh-

time were 15 mph. with gusts up to 22 mph.

HOH-guh) Courtv coroner says autopsies show

according to the National Weather Service

Morales was shot four times and Pupo six times.

See more photos on Page 10.
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What is your favorite Halloween movie?
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New 'spice' hits the market

BG vs Kent State review

Greek society auctions off male students

Legal synthetic canabaniod drug can be bought in

Field position was a factor in Kent State's

for 24 hours to highest bidder, precedes

local head shops, smoked on your ftont porch and it

30-6 win ovet BG Saturday as the Golden

Senior. Finance

go to St. Judes and the Musculat

still gives a high similar to marijuana - the long term

Flashes' average starting field position was

Dystrophy Association. | Page 5

effects not known | Page 4

at the 40-yard line. | Page 6

"Halloween, it has a great theme
song" | Page 4
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BLOTTER
FRIH

OCT. 22

1:53 A.M.
Beau M. Kobee. 18. of Antwerp.
Onio, was cited for disorderly corv
duct/fighting. underage possession
and obstructing official business
within the 100 block of E. Wooster
St

of 30-40 males arguing in a
courtyard was informed they were
having a musical "rap-off.'"

10:32 P.M.
Ashley L Runion. 18. of Green
Springs, Ohio, was cited for furnishing alcohol to a person under
the age of 21 at Circle K. 1602 E
Wooster St

2:35 A.M.
Nicholas J Marlow. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired within the 300
block of E. Wooster St

11:10 PM.
Renee L Henry. 25. of Bowling
Green, was cited for furnishing
alcohol to a person under the age
of 21 at Circle K. 996 S. Mam St.

3:01 A.M.
Joceryn R Whinnery. 19. of Huron.
Ohic was cited for underage consumption wrthm the 500 block of E.
Wooster St

1145 P.M.
Cratg S Stlrwell. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container near Lot 4.

SAT., OCT. 23
3:56 A.M.
Residents within the 300 block of
N Summit St were warned for disorderly conduct for breaking glass
bottles loudly in their apartment

4:58 A.M.
The rear window of a vehicle
parked within the 500 block of N
Enterpnse St was smashed, causing
$200 in damage

931 AM.
Brett M. Petersen. 19. of DeshJer.
Onto, was cited for underage possession near the corner of South
Main Street and Sandndge Road.

11:39 A.M.
The windshield of a vehicle parked
within the 500 block of E Merry
Ave was cracked by an unknown
projectile.

136 P.M.
A complainant reported receiving
a forwarded picture message of a
male having sex with an inflatable

doll

4 P.M.
A bicycle, valued at $150. was
reported stolen within the 400
block of S Prospect St

4:28 PM.
An officer responding to a report

Celebrate
Customer
Appreciation
Week at BOTH

BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS.

12:27 am
Nathan E Bile. 19. of Fulton Ohio.
was cited for underage under the
influence within 200 block o( N.
Summit St
1257 A.M.
Javis Lee Pma. 20. of Fmdlay. Ohio,
was cited for underage possession
within the 200 block of N M
1:02 A.M.
Cydeil Tyess Jones. 31. of Toledo,
was cited for prohibited acts and
arrested on an active warrant from
Perrysburg.
1:23 A.M.
Christopher John Mdean, 19. of
Missis^auga. Ontario, was cited
for public urination and underage
under the influence near Lot 1
1:24 A.M.
Robert Anthony Barker. 23. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
trespassing after refusing to leave
a bar within the 100 block of N.
Main St
215 A.M.
Momka L Jones. 23. of Perrysburg.
was cited for jaywalking within the
100 block of E Wooster St
240 A.M.
Auna L Rickman. 22, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired near the corner
of East Wooster Street and South
College Orve.

Winslow B Choina. 23. of
Groveport. Ohio, was cited for
possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia near
the corner of East Wooster Street
and South College Drive.

2:41 A.M.
Kodey T Keck 21. of Port Clinton.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct/public urination within the
200 block of E. Wooster St.

12:02 P.M.
A vehicle parked within the 400
block of Thuistm Ave had two
tires slashed

10:27 P.M.
A vehicle left Circle K. 1091 N.
Main Si. without paying for $50
tngas
10:51 P.M.
Anastazui D Bray. 20. of
Montpelier. Ohio, was cited for
underage possession and open
container near the corner of Elm
and 4th streets.
11:12 P.M.
AliviM Hartlage.2l.of
Spnngsboro, Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol within
the 100 block of N. Summit St.
11:44 P.M.
Matthew A. Campbell. 24. of
tainesvflle, Ohio, was cited for
litter near the corner of East
Wooster and Williams streets
1154 P.M.
Kyle C. Burns. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal trespass and disorderly conduct within
the 700 block of S. Main St.

SUN., OCT. 24
1203 A.M.
Crystal A. Corbm. 18. of Toledo,
was cited for prohibited acts
- using the ID of another at
Uptown Downtown Bar
Ebony R. Rice. 23. of Toledo, was
cited for piohibited acts - lending ID to another at Uptown
Downtown Bar

1:04 A.M.
Jenna L Michalski. 20, of Millbury.
Ohio, was cited for open container
and underage possession near
the corner of Lincoln and South
Enterprise streets.
Zachary L Skees. 21, of Curtice.
Ohio, was cited for open container
near the comer of Lincoln and
South Enterprise streets.

STATE
BRIEF

"We didn't get a raise." Queck
said. "The electric goes up The
gas goes up The groceries go up.
We get nothing."

Ohio's mental
health system on
verge of collapse

And The Dispatch reports that
the plight of mentally ill Ohioans is
expected to get worse next year as
state officials face a projected 18
billion budget shortfall

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)1:14 A.M.
Travis Michael Reiner. 19. of
Whitehouse. Ohio, was cited for
disorde4y conduct/public urination within the 200 block of S.
Enterprise St

Ohio's mental-hedth system is on
the verge of collapse as the state,
faced with plummeting revenue,
has slashed funding to mentalhealth programs by i5 percent in
the past three years

1:34 A.M.
Lauren A. Smalley. 19. of
Columbus, was cited for underage
under the influence after allegedly being found laying with her
head in a puddle of her own vomit
within the 200 block of N. Main St

The Columbus Dispatch reports
Sunday that Ohio's system was
once a national model. Now. thousands have been cut from mentalhealth-care rolls and hundreds of
small group homes for the mentally
ill have closed then doors

1:37 A.M.
Dmante L Tolliver. 18, of South
Euclid. Oho. was arrested for
criminal trespass and underage
under the influence within the 200
block of N Mam St.
2:23 A.M.
Muayd Salah Alalf. 21. of Ada.
Oho. was cited for disorderry conduct/public urination within the
100 block of N. Prospect St.
2:37 A.M.
Nathan W. Shemck. 24. of
Bowling Green, and Thomas
J. Turkalj. 21, of Willoughby Hills.
Ohio, were cited for disorderly
conduct/ftghting within the 100
block of N Main St.
2:58 A.M.
Danen M. Brucoli, 22. and
Christopher Michael Huerta. 21.
both of Bowling Green, were
cited for disorderly conduct/fighting within the 600 block of N
Enterpnse St
3:11A.M.
A male in a striped shirt and red
cap bolted from a Supercab without paying within the 100 block of
N. Prospect St.

1239 AM.
Maxwell E. Reese, 21. of Maumee.
was cited for disorderly conduct/
public urination within the '00
block of N. Prospect St

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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0 N LIN E: Go to bqvtews com for the
complete blotter lis!

The current problems with the
state's mental-health system come.
in part, from a lack of funding for
a 1988 state law designed to move
people out of institutions and into
community-based homes.
The idea behind the Mental
Health Act of 1988 was to encourage cheaper local treatment to
allow counties to maximize their
funding. The law succeeded in
downsizing state psychiatric hospitals from an average daily population of 3.823 patients in 1988 to
about 1.000 today.

'Our state leaders have washed
their hands of Ohioans who are
suffering from mental illness, said
Terry Russell, a veteran at the local
and state level in Ohio's mentalhealth system. "If we are to be
judged by how we treat the sickest
in our society, we should all be
ashamed"

But instead of pledging money
to meet a growing need for community services, the state cut funding by more than $100 million over
the past three years.

The National Alliance on Mental
Illness estimates some 418.000
Ohioans suffer from serious mental
illnesses including major depression, schizophrenia and post-traumatic stress disorder Fewer than
one in four are receiving services.

She says more people are
being served, but she said there
n "unevenness" in services across
the state

"The mental-health system is on
the verge of collapse." said Chen
Walter, chief e»ecutive officer of
the Ohio Association of County
Behavioral Health Authorities "The
mentally ill in Ohio are homeless,
living on the streets and in jail."
Some former hospital patients
live in small group homes like the
one Johanna Oueck has run in
Columbus since 1985.
Mary Brown. 58. has lived there
since she left a state hospital. She
compared other facilities to jails,
where people didn't treat her well.
"This house makes me feel more
free. Brown said. "Without this
place. I'd be lost"
But Queck. who runs the small
home, says she doesn't know how
much longer she can stay open

Mental Health Director Sandra
Stephenson doesn't agree that the
whole mental-health system is on
the verge of collapse

Gov. Ted Strickland - a former
prison psychologist - and his
Republican challenger John Kasich
both say they consider mental
health a high priority.
"I wish we could have given
more money to mental health."
Strickland said. That's my field,
and it's been painful to me as I've
traveled around Ohio and Tve
bumped into people who used
to be my friends complaining to
me that they feel like they haven't
gotten what they needed, and I
understand that.
Kasich. whose younger brother
has struggled with mental-health
problems for years, didn't talk
about specific plans
But he has said he feels strongly
about maintaining "programs that
affect people who have no where
else to go - the mentally ill. the
developmental^ disabled"

Doing a Research Paper
and Don't Know Where to Start? Check us out online at:

mvyv.fcgWews.com

^BigBoy
Monday - Sunday
10/25/10 -10/31/10

Over 200 types
of watermelons
are grown in the
United States

990 Mini
Hot Fudge Cake
Dine-in, drive-thru,
or carry-out.

Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.85
Drive-thru &
carry-out onl>

Make Any
Sandwich
A Combo + $1.80
Dine-in only.
Combo = sandwich, fry,
soft drink. No substitutions.

[Tuesday 10/26/10
Kids 10 & Under
EAT FREE
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.
All day Tuesday
dine-in only.

Saturday & Sunday
10/30 & 10/31/10
$6.55 Weekend
Breakfast Bar
Available regular
breakfast bar hours.
Regular price $7.65.
j^y=>. What's Your
[ijN&t Favorite Thing!

1006 N. Main St.
419.352.5131
AND

1540 E. Wooster St.
419.352.3531
Bowling Green, OH

MrooorBMrii

INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH APPOINTMENTS

October 25 - November 19
(Monday through Friday)
Librarians will provide students with one-on-one
research assistance to help them identify and locate
library and online sources.
Call 419.372.6943 or stop by
the Research & Information
Desk on the first floor of
Jerome Library.

Preferred
PmpertiesCo.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

warn

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

MAKE YOUR HOME V:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis
Piedmonl Apis.
Updated Brchwood ismaii p*t
Mini Mall AptS (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency Houses

omcfMouw
Mon*H: M 30
S306 U«m9t
410-382-9378

SS

CAMPUS

WWWB6NFWS.COM
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Don't be shy, buy a guy
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Kappa Alpha fraternities raise money for St. Jude Children's Hospital and Muscular Dystrophy Association.

*!tA

PHOTOS BY ANDREA FEHL I THE BG NEWS

TOP LEFT: Junior URoun Tolbert auction* oH sophomore Tyler Towns of Tan Kappa Epsilon lo raise money lor St Jude. TKE raised over

*-

S500.
TOP RIGHT: Abby Brumme bought LaRoun Tolbert for $33
BOTTOM LEFT: Junior TKE member Setti Cain performs lor the ladies Seth was bought for 135
MIDDLE: The ladies of Kappa Delta Sorority bid on gentlemen from Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and Kappa Alpha Order

$20 ON YOUR 1ST DONATION

GIVE BACK.
GET MORE,

11/22/10

What better reward than the satisfaction
of knowing you've made a difference in
someone's life?
Here at BioLife Plasma Services
members of our community proudly make
a difference in people's lives every day. We
invite you to join our life-saving program and.
schedule a plasma donation today.
irSL

TILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Reduced Rate in
October 2010*
• Apartments Available*
sSemester Leases*
> Minutes from BGSU*
* Pet friendly coirununity *

$30 ON YOUR 2ND DONATION

For a limited time, new donors can receivt
up to $220 the first month!

'HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

$50 ON YOUR 3RD DONATION

Visit www.biolifeplasma.com for more
information and to schedule your donation.

'll-'12May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

OR MORE

Call 419-352-6064

* Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at.
^^
300 Napoleon Road 4MV
in Bowling Green ISl

419-352-6333

or www.rroboserentals.com
for current listing

419.425.p680

These houses won't
last long

1769 E. MELROSEAVE

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS
fflO I vhiiian Aw. IMI

Newlove Rentals

730 Elm - $495
214 N. Enterprise - $495

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

308 N. Enterprise - $495

'

• Available now!
• Two bedroom houses
• Close to campus
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Jenru L Michalski. 20. of Millbury
Ohio, was cited for open container
and underage possession near
the corner of Lincoln and South
Enterprise streets.
Zachary L Skees, 21. of Curtice.
Ohio, was cited for open container
near the corner of Lincoln and
South Enterpuse streets
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The current problems with the
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Over 200 types
of watermelons
are grown in the
United States

99c Mini
Hot Fudge Cake
Dine-in, drive-thru,
or c;irry-oui

Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.85
Drive-thru \
carry-oul on]

Make Any
Sandwich
A Combo + S1.80
Dine-in only.
Combo = sandwich, fry,
soft drink. No substitutions.

[Tuesday 10/26/10
Kids 10 & Under
EAT FREE
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.
All day Tuesday
dine-in only.

Saturday & Sunday
10/30 & 10/31/10
$6.55 Weekend
Breakfast Bar
Available regular
breakfast bar hours
Regular price $7.nT>.
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Big Boy

1006 N. Main St.
419.352.5131

INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH APPOINTMENTS

October 25 - November 19
(Monday through Friday)
Librarians will provide students with one-on-one
research assistance to help them identify and locate

Preferred
Properties Co.

library and online sources.
Call 419.372.6943 or stop by
the Research k Information
Desk on the first floor of
lerome Library.
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Don't be shy, buy a guy
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Kappa Alpha fraternities raise money for St. Jude Children's Hospital and Muscular Dystrophy Association
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$30 ON YOUR 2ND DONATION

^VILLAGE
• Rt'duced Riite in
October 2010 «
t Apartments Available t
• Semester leases *
? Minutes fromBGSU*
■•Tet friendly iwniimiruty-• Ht'iit included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
11'..lU(! .it.

n
f HOUSES n
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

'll-*12May/Aug.

Leases Now Available

Here atj
fei

invite yc*
schedule a p
For a limited time, r*e
up to $220 the fir
$50 ON YOUR 3RD DONATION

Visit www.biolifeplasma.
information and to schedule your dortat

Call 419-352-6064
or www.6oboseRnUls.coni
lor ClUTenI listing
These houses won'1
last long

300 Napoleon K»a<l {mi
in Bowling Green ISJ

Call TODAY!

419-352-6335

FROBOSE RENTALS
51K) Lehman Avc. BO

730 Dm - $495
214 N. Enterprise • $495
308 N. Enterprise - $495

j
1

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main lour only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverenlals.com

I • Available now!
f

• Two bedroom houses
• Close to campus

MJ,

FORUM

"I think [Hammond's] starting to get into a groove... I wasn't sure if he was completely comfortable... but I thought he settled down."
- Chris Bergeron. Coach [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your favorite Halloween movie?
"Hocus Poors.' I've

"Freddy vs Jason,'

"Resident Evil'

been watching since

I like (he rivalry

it's futuristic and

I was little."

between them."

scary.

LINDSEY
GREGORIN
Sophomore.
Social Work

EMILY LOSS.
Sophomore,
Journalism

JUAN LOPEZ.
Freshman.
Criminal JustKe

Legal synthetic canabanoid
is'hit at local head si

There's a new brand of
"incense" on the market
and it goes by the name of
"Spice."
What is Spice?The short
answer is it's a synthetic
canabanoid, and if that
answer isn't short enough,
think of it as legal pot.
Spice has been on the
market for less than 15 years,
but it's gaining traction
in head shops across the
nation. People smoke it for
lots of reasons, but the most
prominent is that it enables
them to light up on their
porch without fear of arrest.
It's not quite the same as pot
though. JWI1-018. the active
ingredient in Spice, is still
largely a subject of mystery
when it comes to its effects
on humans.
The euphoric feeling that
accompanies the activation
of the frontal lobe's THC
receptors is the most obvious

reaction consumers report,
but little is known about the
unintended consequences of
taking in this new substance.
1111111.111 beings have
been ingesting cannabis for
thousands of years and a
good deal is known about its
positive and negative effects.
1 lowever, humans have been
using this new chemical for
less than 15 years, and while
the effects may be the same,
the chemicals responsible
are not. Why then is Spice
so popular? The answer is
simple, its legal and it gets
you high.
Spice is not to be confused with K2, the designer
brand of the new synthetic
canabanoid that is gaining
international notoriety. K2
is imported largely from
Germany, and the head
manager at Mezmerize. Mike
I lussein, stated during an
interview that some customers report this particular
brand for making them sick.
While Mezmerize no longer carries K2, it is still selling
a locally produced off-brand
of Spice that he says has not
generated any complaints.

While Spice might be legal for
the moment, Ohio may be
joining what has become an
international crackdown on
the new substance.
According to the National
Conference of State
Legislatures, several states
are considering legislation,
including Ohio, Michigan,
New Jersey, New York and
Florida. Other states like
Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama,
Louisiana and Missouri
have already declared Spice
to be illegal under state law.
Indiana is scheduled to join
that list on Ian. 1,2011.
The future of Spice might
be uncertain, but for the
time being, store owners
can't keep it on the shelves.
If any lesson can be learned
from the commercial success
enjoyed by Spice vendors, it's
that the best way to dodge
the law is to never break it in
the first place.

Respond to Mike at
thenews@bgiiews.com

Texas schools debate textbooks
By Mai Tran. Th« Daily Cougar
(University of Houflon)

College News Network

last spring,Texas schmlchildren experienced a change in
their social studies curriculum.
Thomas Jefferson, a founding
father who helped draft the
Constitution, w-as removed
and replaced with the religious
right-wing icon. John Calvin,
whose philosophy reflects
Christianity. The reason for this
change was to embrace religious teachings over Jefferson's
(the founding father who
coined the phrase, separation
between church and state)
secular beliefs.
After a victory for social conservatives last spring the Texas
school board is at it once again.
This time, they are debating
whether textbooks are tainted
with pro-Islamic bias.
The resolution, which was
adopted Friday after passing with a school board vote

of seven to six. cites "politically-correct whitewashes of
Islamic culture and stigmas on
Christian civilization" in current textbooks and warns that
"more discriminatory treatment of religion may occur as
Middle Jiastemers buy into
the US public school textbook
oligopoly."
The assertions held in this
resolution are that textbooks
provide sanitized definitions
of "jihad." and that texts ignore
Muslim practices invoking
slavery, persecution of nonMuslim groups and sexism.
This is all while tending to
"dwell" on atrocities committed
by Christian crusaders during
the Middle Ages, while ignoring similar acts by Muslims,
and devotes substantially more
coverage of Islamic beliefs,
practices and holy writings
rather than Christianity.
Being the largest of the 20
"adoption" states that craft decisii ins at a central level. Texas

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

dictates about $4.7 million of
the textbook market and determines what K-12 public school
students in the state will read.
The size of Texas' textbook
market and the state's requirements translates into implications for what publishers
produce.
"Publishers will do everything
in their power—rewrite and
revise—to make sure their
book doesn't become a hot
button point of contention,"
said Dan Quinn, a spokesman
for the Austin-based Texas
Freedom Network.
This means that its rules will
influence what children across
the country will learn at school.
Like the previous debate
drew heavy fire, this current
debate has drawn fire as
welL While proponents of the
textbook resolution state that
they merely want to provide
balance in the curriculum
charges of Islamophobia are
being developed.

Charlie Brown
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and the Great

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Pumpkin.' it's cute

Have your own take on

and it's unique"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

JESSICA
CELETINO.
Freshman.
Criminal Justice

a question? Cwe us youi
feedback at bgviewscom

Search for truth rarely
brings simple answers
lack of authorship reference in
their handout. 1 still stand by
that Although it may be "public knowledge" that Columbus
was indirectly responsible for
many of the woes that befell
It isn't often that 1 respond
Native Americans, I noneto letters about my columns.
theless maintain that some
Frankly, most of the time, my
sort of reference should be
columns seldom generate
given "Everyone knows" is
much mail.
not acceptable; the public is
But several readers have
sometimes mistakca The
Duke University 2006 lacrosse
reacted rather strongly to my
recent "Say No to Columbus
team can attest to this. This
point is also reinforced by the
Day" article. The points they
raise have important implicaformerly widespread belief
tions that should be addressed. that the world is flat, and the
These respondents
supposedly "common-sense"
requested anonymity and did
observation that heavier
not want to create a public
objects fall faster than lighter
dialogue with me. While thcir
ones.
identities will remain confiOne of the respondents
dential, their points, and my
maintained that it's unacceptposition, should be open to
able to celebrate the European
public scrutiny.
invasion of the Americas.
They also requested a pubPerhaps, but it highlights the
lic apology from me In short,
fact that human actions have
all sorts of consequences, both
they want to remain anonymous, not engage in any pubgood and bad. And human
lic dialogue, and yet desire a
motivations can be hard to
public apology. Sorry, you can't determine, especially from
have it both ways.
a distance of 500 years. I feel
One of the respondents
confident that Columbus had
opined that 1 failed as a journo idea of the consequences
nalist. 1 am not now, nor have
that his arrival would bring,
ever claimed to be, a journalist. both for good and for ill.
My position with the BG News
It should also be noted that
is that of an unpaid editorial
another result of Columbus'
writer. My task is to render a
voyage was the founding of
viewpoint and opinion on a
the United States and Canada
topic. 1 bolster my opinions
These two nations have
with facts whenever possible,
served as a beacon of hope for
but I have no duty to present a many oppressed people from
"balanced" viewpoint. I leave
around the world. As history
that to the reporters on the BG has unfolded, a good question
News staff. They do a much
would be: Where else would
better job than I ever could.
"the tired, poor, and huddled
I don't necessarily disagree
masses" find a haven? This
with the position of those who aLso was a consequence of
participated in the "Say No"
Columbus' arrival, just as
campaign. My bone of conmuch as the terrible extentention was the lack of subsion of the slave trade and
stantiation for their claims and the degradation of the Native

American. In short, it's a mixed
bag.
A point of contention also
. ii in ■ over the "Hitler" comment. One of the respondents
took pains to assure me that
the comments I overheard
were not the official position
of the group, but merely that
of an individual. Fair enough;
point taken. An individual
utterance does not necessarily
reflect a group's position
I've also been accused
of character assassination,
presumably against Native
Americans. 1 Iardry. I've spent
a dozen years living in Tucson,
Arizona and have seen firsthand the plight of the Papago
Indians living nearby. Diabetes,
substance abuse, poverty and
unemployment are rampant.
And building a gambling
casino on a reservation is
not going to cure the ills that
plague Native Americans.
As 1 mentioned in the
original article, I have no
problem with not celebrating Columbus Day, nor do I
dispute the consequences
of his arrival. But we should
contemplate all the consequences and develop a fuller,
more rounded and comprehensive picture.
The purpose of any discussion —as opposed to an
argument — is a search for
truth. And truth is sometimes
not only inconvenient, but
also usually more complicated, uncomfortable and
far-reaching that we can ever
imagine. And seeking the
truth can take much time
and effort. It's never pure and
seldom simple.

Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Ah, the phallic artists
of the college campuses
around the world. Need they
learn any other trade? They
have cultivated the shape of
two circles and a longer oval
so masterfully that students
everywhere bow down to
them in awe Not only does
this spectacular image grace
bathroom stalls, but also

bulletin boards and dorm
room white boards. But I
believe they still do not get
enough credit! These artists,
taking away time from their
studies to gratify us with
their picture packages of
joy should throw away their
anonymity. I suggest that
the next time they feel artistically inspired, they should

undertake the challenge of
drawing a reproduction of
this image they so adore,
pardon me, we so adore, on
their faces. Then they could
be seen as the great artists
that they are.

Kiiuberly Morse
kmorse@bgsu.edu
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■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines it the bottom of this
page.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for .verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the hearjines to
submitted columns and letters at hs
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News
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NYC cop getting
hair done thwarts
salon robber

Seattle's proposed
tree rules prompt
opposition

NEW YORK (AP)- New
York police said an armed man
who was trying to rob a beauty
salon in Brooklyn exchanged

SEATTLE - Towering
Douglas firs and lush urban parks
helped earn Seattle the nickname
Emerald City, so it's not surprising that felling a tree can prompt
heated responses.

gunfire with an off-duty police
officer who was getting her hair
done

A judge was fined 1500.000
for cutting down more than 120
cherry and maple trees in a city
park for better views, and residents fought for years to save a
mature grove of 100 Douglas firs
from being cleared for development

Police said the man entered
Sabines Hallway beauty salon
Saturday evening and demanded
the customers hand over cash
and possessions.
Authorities said the 50-yearold off-duty officer identified
herself and ordered him to
drop his gun. They say the man
shot at her and missed and she
returned fire. It wasn't clear
whether he was hit.

Tree lovers are now fighting
proposed city rules that would
remove current protections for
large, exceptional trees and do
not include a requirement that
property owners get a permit to
remove a tree.

Police said the suspect
fled on foot No injuries were
reported in the salon

'We're the Emerald City
because of the trees." said
Cass Turnbull. founder of
PlantAmnesty. a Seattle-based
nonprofit organization that favors
a permit system as a way to
slow down tree-cutting and give
people pause. "Trees grow here
very easily so we tend to take
them for granted."

BC NEW
WIRI
'.OURCES

New York man
helped missing girl
run away

Montana rock wall
collapses, injures 8
children

Worker at
California hospital
killed at facility

Earthquake
hits Wyoming;
landslide reported

GLENVILLE.N.Y.fAP)
- Police in upstate New York said
a man who helped search for a
missing girl actually helped her
run away

LAKESIDE. Mont (AP)
- Officials say a climbing wall collapse at a northwestern Montana
church camp sent eight children
to area hospitals with broken
bones and heavy bruising

NAPA, Calif (AP)
- Authorities say an employee at
Napa State Hospital m California
has been killed by a man con
fined to the facility

JACKSON. Wyo(AP)- A
magnitude 4.6 earthquake has hit
northwest Wyoming, apparently
triggering a landslide on a hiking
trail, but no injuries have been
reported.

The Tmes Union newspaper
reported John Kwiatkowski of
Amsterdam, NY. was arrested
Saturday and charged with
obstructing governmental administration, a misdemeanor. Police
in Glenville. NY. said the charge
was related to an Amber alert
issued last week for a missing girl.
Police say 36-year-old
Kwiatkowski helped hand out fliers during the search. But police
said he actually provided the
girl with transportation, clothes,
money and a place to stay at
a relative's home in Saratoga
County.
Police found the girl after she
had been missing for four days.
Kwiatkowski is due in court
on Tuesday. His phone number
is unlisted, and no information
about an attorney was available.

Glacier Camp and Conference
Center Interim Director Steve
Edwards says the collapse
occurred about 10 am. Saturday
at the camp next to the scenic
Flathead Lake near the town of
Lakeside
Edwards tells the Dairy Inter
Lake newspaper in Kalispell that
three boys - ages 11.15 and
14 - and a 15-year-old girl were
taken to a hospital in Poison.
He says four other children
were taken to the nearby Kalispell
Regional Medical Center.
He said the wall was about 8
feet tall and used to practice rock
climbing. He said adults had to
lift the wall off two children after
it fell.

Sheriff's Capt Tracey Stuart
says 54-year-old Donna Gross
was found dead in an enclosed
courtyard area of the state
psychiatric hospital around 7 p.m.
Saturday.
The Concord resident had
worked as a psychiatric technician
at the facility for 14 years.
Shortly after finding Gross
dead, deputies arrested 57-yearold Jess Massey Stuart said
Massey has been confined to the
State Hospital system since 1993.
when he was declared insane.
Massey was removed from
the facility and is being held at
Napa County Jail on suspicion
of murder
Investigators have not
released details of how Gross was
killed, but said an autopsy will be
conducted this week.

The U.S. Geological Survey
says the quake hit at about 11:45
a.m. Sunday.
Bndger-Teton National Forest
spokeswoman Mary Cernicek
(SUR'-nuh-check) said rangers
are investigating reports that a
landslide covered about a quarter-mile of a trail in the national
forest about 20 miles northeast
of Jackson
Cernicek said some hikers may
have been further up the trail,
beyond the landslide, but she
didn't know how many. She said
no one is believed to have been
in the slide.
Cernicek said the slide
wouldn't prevent any hikers from
getting out She said a forest
ranger is checking to see if anyone is on the trail

-PhuongLe(AP)

New Hampshire hamlet braces for gory details in killing trial
Lynn* Tuohy
The Associated Press

MONT VERNON, N.H. —
"We're about to do the most
evil thing this town has ever
seen."
Murder defendant Steven
Spader is said to have uttered
those words as he and three
other teens allegedly drove to
a house they had targeted in
this town of 2,000 to burglarize it and kill its occupants for
the thrill of it.
Spader's trial begins
Monday, and jurors were put
on notice during selection that
they would see graphic photos
of the victims and may hear
from survivor laimie Cates,
now 12. They were prepared
for attorneys on the other side
not to even put on their own
witnesses.
Many potential jurors were
disqualified after saying they
were sure Spader was guilty,

or were terrified by the crime
and the prospect of viewing
the evidence. Some said they
would be skeptical if Spader's
lawyers did not put on evidence of their own.
In Mont Vemon, the trial is
reawakening the brutal crime
that longtime resident and
state Rep. Linda Foster said
"ripped at the heart and soul
of a sweet little New England
town."
"I don't think you ever get
over it, but 1 think the trial
just means everything will get
stirred up again,'' said Susan
King Fxklund as she and other
volunteers planted bulbs in
front of the fire station last
week. "It just rocks everybody."
The intruders cut power to
the contemporary ranch-style
home before dawn Oct. 4,2009.
Once inside, they used an iPod
taken from laimie Gates' room
to illuminate their path to the
master bedroom, where laimie

and her mother, 42-year-old
Kimberiy Cates, slept. Jaimie's
father, David Cates, was away
on a business trip.
Prosecutors say Spader, then
17, and Christopher Cribble,
then 19, hacked mother and
daughter with a machete and
a knife, killing Kimberiy and
severely wounding laimie.
The girl survived by feigning
death as her assailants continued to slash and kick her, she
told police.
laimie, who had achieved
a black belt in karate just four
months eadier, called police
from a cell phone and was still
conscious when Milford Sgt.
Kevin Furlong arrived at the
house.
"They killed my Mommy."
she told him, according to a
state police affidavit.
Two other teens in the
house at the time, William
Marks and Quinn Clover, have
reached plea agreements and
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the skinhead look he had
when arrested just days after
the crime.
Spader often smiles and
interacts with his lawyers. During a hearing on
a defense motion to limit
the number of photographs
Susan King Edlund | Volurteer
depicting injuries to the vicare expected to testily against woman who answered the tims, Spader stared intently
Spader. Prosecutors say they door at the home last week at the pictures as defense
witnessed but did not take said no one wanted to speak attorney Andrew Winters
part in the attacks. Cribble is to a reporter.
shuffled through them, often
set to go to trial in February.
Jurorsare scheduled to tour cocking his head to get a betIt was Marks who wrote the Cates property Monday. ter angle.
a friend from prison about They will not be taken inside
Defense attorney Jonathan
Spader's alleged "most evil the home.
Cohen would not comthing" statement en route to
Spader is charged with first- ment on the defense stratthe house, and a prosecu- degree murder, attempted egy except to say. "He's pretor quoted the letter during murder, conspiracy to com- sumed innocent. They have
mit murder and witness to prove he's guilty, and we
Marks' plea hearing.
David and laimie Cates tampering. He faces life in intend to put them to their
still live at the house, but prison without possibility of burden."
Mont Vernon residents are
the facade is different from parole if convicted of mura year ago. The front yard der. Midway through jury bracing for the trial and grueis anchored by the low-cut selection, Spader buzz-cut some details expected come
stumps of old growth pines his shaggy black hair, bring- to light about the attack and
that Cates had leveled. A ing his appearance back to the injuries.

"I don't think you ever get over it, but
I think the trial just means everything
will get stirred up again. It just rocks
everybody."

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
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in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012

by our office *

pick up the
Now Listings!

• We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartmenls.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished in the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling (Jreen, OH
located Across From Taco Bell.
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Kent State 'Flashes' past BG

ANDflfAFEHL

!HE8GNEWS

SQUARING UP THE OPPOSITION: Kent Stale tunning back Jacquise Terry (22) looks to get past BG defensive back Keith Morgan in the Golden Flashes' 30-6 win Saturday ai Doyi Perry Stadium. Terry finished the game with 22 carries for 94 yards

Notes: Field position helps
Flashes on way to victory
By Scan Shapiro
Senior Reporter

The Falcons came up on the short
end of several battles in Saturday's
30-6 loss to Kent State; however
when it came to field position,
coming up short would be an
understatement.
Almost every time the Kent State
offense took the field Saturday, it
seemed they were already in prime
scoring position.
The Golden Flashes had scoring
drives drives of 40, 24, 39 and 38
yards.
The four scoring drives were set
up by a pair of Matt Schilz interceptions and a combination of Bryan
Wright'spuntsnot only being kicked

»NDBE»FEHl

BALL CARRIER: BG running back Jordan Hopgood tries to elude Kent State's Luke Wollet

from the BG end zone but also with
Wright only averaging 35.3 yards
per kick.
While Kent State's average starting field position was at the 40-yard
line, the Falcons started most of
their drives at their own 32-yard
line or deeper.

The unit, which had improved
against Temple, allowed Schilz to
be sacked six times and the young
quarterback was knocked down
multiple other times.
"I don't think Matt ISchilz) was
able to set his feet all game," BG
coach Dave Clawson said. "I'd be
surprised if when we watch the
More injuries
tape he had a normal dropback."
Ben Bojicic left the game in the
Keith Morgan also left the field
second quarter and was seen on with an injury on a collision late in
the sideline in the second half in a the second quarter. Morgan walked
t-shirt.
off on his own power but stumbled
Bojicic's injury proved to be about a yard away from the sideline.
quite detrimental, as the Falcon
It seemed like trainers were
offensive line crumbled after- checking Morgan for symptoms of a
wards, featuring a combination of head injury, possibly a concussion.
two converted defensive linemen
and a true freshman.
See NOTES | Page 7
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Falcon volleyball drops two heartbreakers at home
By Justin Ontlow
RepO'ter

The BG volleyball team showed
flashes of brilliance over the
weekend, but could not establish
enough consistency to finish off
Toledo and Ball State.
Although the team only won one
set on the weekend, four of its set
losses came by six points or fewer.
BG was outhit 97-83 in the two
matches, however.
"We are continuing to make
young mistakes," coach Denise Van
De Walle said. "We still are learning
so much on the floor."
The Falcons are also still learning
to mesh with one another on the
court. The squad is the youngest
team Van De Walle has coached in
her 28 years at the University. With

FACEBOOK

so many young players stepping
up to fill big roles, the Falcons are
searching for more consistency.
Freshmen Paige Penrod and
Danielle Tonyan have produced
fairly consistently for the team this
season, and each had solid performances on the weekend. The two
combined for 42 kills against Toledo
and Ball State in seven total sets.
Senior Noelle Spit lcr added 18 kills
for the Falcons. She hit .222 against
Toledo and .278 against Ball State.
She also recorded two solo blocks.
Sophomore middle Kari Galen
recorded 13 kills, including eight
kills against Ball State on Saturday.
Van De Walle feels the team is
simply lacking confidence at this
point in the season, but has a lot
of potential to turn things around.
BG's focus is working toward play-

Barker cited for trespassing
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Robert Barker, a redshirt
junior on the mens socce'
team, was cited for trespass
ing at 124 am Saturday
morning.
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According to police
reports, Barker refused to
leave The Attic after being
told multiple times to leave.
Barker has yet to play in a game this season
for the Fakons and has played in 13 games
throughout his career, starting three games last
season

■
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JUMP: Noelle Spitler looks to get the ball past a trio of Toledo defenders dunng Friday's match.

ing its best volleyball at the end of
the season and in the Mid-American
Conference Tournament.

The men's soccer team is 5-6-2 this season
with four games remaining in the regular
season

Anderson Arena for the team's "Pink
Out" match against Toledo Friday
night. The Falcons jumped out to an

Friday: BG vs. Toledo
See NETTERS | Page 7

More than 700 fans packed

TWITTER

RUGBY

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons defeat Ohio State

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BG rugby team returned six of its

The Falcon women's soccer team found

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

players from either National Guard duties

itse(f on the short end of a pair of 1-0

yout account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

or injury this past weekend as the Falcons

defeats this past weekend but still have a

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twrrter.com/bgtsewssports

defeated Ohio State I Page 7

shot at the MAC Tournament I Page 7
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BG loses pair of MAC matches
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CAN'T CATCH ME: Lock Brian Keen races pas! Ohio Slate defenders in the Falcons' 30-13 win Saturday afternoon BG has two straight wins over the Buckeyes

A healthy Falcon rugby team
defeats Ohio State 30-13
By C J W.t.on
Reporter

Last week, the BG Rugby
team struggled with injuries
and lost its first match of the
season to College Premier
league foe Notre Dame.
Saturday featured a healthier Falcon squad — minus MlAmcrican wing Rocco Matter.
According to Director of
Rugby Roger Mazzarclla, the
team was down nearly an
entire backfield last week.
For the match against Ohio
State, another CI'L opponent,
two members returned from
National Guard duty and four
were taken off the injured list
and were able to return to
action.
The mostly healed up
Falcons were too much to
handle as they defeated the
Buckeyes 30-13.
Before
the
match,
Mazzarclla explained how

matches with the Buckeyes
are usually won and lost in
bunches.
From the looks of Saturday's
match, they are on the right
side of the bunch and now
have two straight wins over
OSU.
The first win came in the
Midwest semifinals last year
when BG dominated the
Buckeyes en route to a 55-22
win.
Eight man Kyle Bonek
was one of the Falcons who
returned from the injured
list this week and he made
his presence known, scoring a try early in the first
half which was converted
by fly half Nick Viviani.
Center Joey Newton added
another try for the Falcons
in the first half as he plowed
through three Buckeye defenders on his way to the try line.
Viviani tacked on two more
penalty kicks to match the

Senior Reporter

After a two-loss weekend the
BG women's soccer team
still has a chance to make
it into the Mid-American
Conference tournament.
BG last to Western Michigan,
1-0, in double overtime Friday
and then to Northern Illinois,
1-0, on Sunday.
The Falcons, who are now
2-5-3 in the MAC, "will have
to fight to make the tournament," BG coach Andy
Richards said.
"We can't feel sorry for our-

selves," he said. "We knew
what we needed to do and
we didn't do it. We had our
chance, and we didn't take
care of it. It's unbelievable to
have lost another close game
like that."
The top eight teams in the
MAC will head to the tournament. BG is in the ninth seat,
three points behind eighthplace Ohio.
Richards said losing to NIU
should have ended tournament hopes for the Falcons,
but because Ohio lost to Kent
State, the Falcons still have a
chance.

trailed early, but an Ashley
Dunn ace and kills from
Tonyan and Spitler propelled
From I
the Falcons back into the set.
They took an 8-6 lead and
early lead, but dropped the
match in four sets, 22-25, 25- battled throughout, exchanging leads with the Rockets
19,25-18,27-25.
In the first set. BG took a 6-2 several times.
With BG leading 23-22,
lead and trailed by no more
than one point at any time Toledo called a timeout, but
the Falcons scored the next
during the set.
With the score at 21-21, soph- point to take a 24-22 lead.
They could not score the
omore Ashk>y I lerzberg served
up an ace to give the liilcons a 25th point until the Rockets
tied the score at 24-24, howevone-point lead.
Toledo called a timeout, but er, and dropped the set 27-25.
Dunn led the team with
the Falcons again took the
court swinging and took the 22 digs, and freshman Laura
Avila added 40 assists for the
set 25-22.
BG struggled in the second Falcons in the loss. Junior
and third sets, however. The Madison Nitta added four
team fell behind early in both service aces.
sets, and could not recover Saturday: BG vs. Ball State
from its deficit. The Falcons
Ball State came into
never held a lead in either set.
In the fourth frame, BG Saturday's match with a 17-
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Available Now!
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in front of 14,200 people at halftime of
the football game."
Roger Mazzarella | Director of Rugby

two scored by OSU to run the
score to 18-6 at the break.
Center Dominic Mauer
helped finish the Buckeyes
off in the second half with a
dynamic effort as he overpowered and sprinted past
a host of defenders for five
points.
Flanker Ross Barrett picked
up another try, which was
converted by Viviani near the
end of the second half.
OSU finally found its way
to the try line just before the
final whistle, but it was too
little too late.
While the big moment of

the day for !he club was the
win, there was a close second.
"The highlight of the day
of course, after beating the
Buckeyes, was playing in
front of 14,200 people at halftime of the football game."
Mazzarella said. "The guys
scored a couple tries and got
a well deserved applause and
cheers when the game was
finished."
This week, the Falcons
travel to Oxford, Ohio to face
a traditional Mid-American
Conference rival in Miami
for a Saturday match, slated
for 1 p.m.

For the Falcons to make it
to the tournament, Richards
said, they must beat Miami
and Akron will have to beat
Ohio.
"We thought we lost it and
we got it back," he said. "Now
we have to beat Miami and
then we'll really be living on
borrowed time."
Richards said he believes his
team is better than the results
they've had this season.
"1 lalf of it is in our hands...
but now we must rely on
other teams," he said. "And
maybe we'll catch a bit of
luck."

"We thought we lost
it and we got it back
Now we have to beat
Miami and then well
really be living on
borrowed time."
Andy Richards | Coach

The Falcons will be home
for their final regular season
game at 3 p.m. on Thursday
at Cochrane Field.

4 record (7-2 MAC), and the doing that day in and day
Cardinals' big hitters were out."
too much for the Falcons at
Senior Sam Fish paced the
the net. They defeated BG in Falcons with a team-high 24
three sets, 25-21,25-19,25-12. assists, and also added three
Whitney Heeres led the digs.
Cardinals with 16 kills on
Ashley Dunn led the team
.433 hitting for the match. Ball in digs with 15.1 lerzberg had
State outblocked the Falcons the team's only service ace of
the match.
by a margin of 9 to 2.
BG (7-18, 1-9 MAC) will be
The Falcons struggled on
offense. They hit only .145 as at home again this weekend
a team, and made 20 attack for two more conference
errors to Ball State's 11. BG matches, and its final stint in
also struggled with its pass- Anderson Arena.
ing, which resulted in only 36
Friday is Parent's Night
against Buffalo, and that
total kills.
"Our passing just wasn't match is scheduled for 7 p.m.
Saturday's match is Senior
good enough to beat a good
team like Ball State," Van Night for the BG netters, as
De Walle said. "We have they host Akron at 3 p.m.
That match will be the
spurts where we're passing
great. We've shown signs team's final match ever in
of brilliance this year, but Anderson Arena, as it will
consistently, in order to be move to the Stroh Center next
really good, we need to be season.

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

|
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after beating the Buckeyes, was playing
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"The highlight of the day of course,

MAC Tourney still in reach alter pair of losses
By Becky Tonct
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points, Clawson decided to
relieve Wright of his placekicking duties.
From Page 6
Freshman Kyle Burkhardt
Injuries gave lordan — who beat out Stephen
1 lopgood his first career start, Stein in practice this week
as Willie Geter is still battling — missed the first kick of his
an ankle injury he sustained collegiate career, an extra
against Temple and only car- point that was blocked after
ried the ball once for a four lion Boo Gates' 75-yard
touchdown return in the
yard loss.
Cameron Truss and first quarter.
Eugene Cooper, who were
Career firsts
also injured against Temple,
didn't play.
Erique Geiger and Shaun
loplin each made their first
Can't hold on to the ball
career contributions to the
While the defense forced Falcon offense.
a turnover on the first series
(.ciger, a third-string runof the game, the BG offense ning back, airried three times
did everything it did to give for a net total of negative-two
the ball back all game.
yards and loplin hauled in an
Schilz ihrew a pair of inter- 11-yard pass with 1:12 remainceptions and fumbled a snap, ing in the game.
on which Kent State was able
Up next
to generate six points.
BG heads to Central
New kicker, same issues
Michigan Saturday for a 3:30
After struggling all season p.m. kick-off in Ml. Pleasant.
with field goals and extra Michigan.

NOTES

SWEEP
Fr<

Bergeron said. "There were a
couple of pucks early in the
first where 1 wasn't sure if he
was completely comfortable,
or didn't seem right, but I
thought he settled down."

end, while Williamsonand
lake Sloat each put up their
first career assist Samrday.
Not-so-special teams
Also.
sophomore
defensemanRyanPeltoma
BG's power play once again
had a breakout weekend, struggled on the weekend,
scoring the game winner going 0-10 in the two games,
Friday night, while add- despite several strong scoring two assists on the ing opportunities.
weekend.
The Falcons are now 2I Ie also blocked a couple of 29 on the power play in six
shots, although he did take games.
three minor penalties in the
Their penalty kill—
two games.
which had been one of
their strengths the first
Goaltending
four games—completely
For the second straight fell apart on Friday, allowweekend, Nick Eno strug- ing three goals in five
gled on Friday, allowing four opportunities.
goals on 23 shots. However,
They rebounded well on
unlike last weekend, his Saturday, killing off five of six
offense picked him up, scor- Huntsville power plays.
ing five times.
Up next
Andrew
Hammond
was once again strong on
The Falcons return to
Saturday, stopping 23 of 25 CCHA play this weekend,
shots, picking up his sec- although they do so far away
ond straight win after not from Bowling Green.
winning a game all of last
They will head to Alaska
season.
for a weekend set. Both
"1 think |llammond's| games will start at 11 p.m.
starting to get into a groove,0 local time.

check us out online (?
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Falcons keep busy over weekend
The BG hockey team swept Alabama-Huntsville, the football team struggled to move the ball in a loss to KSU and the volleyball team lost to Toledo and Ball State
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CATCH AMD RUM: Fanonw.de receiver Calvin Wiley (6) looks for space duringgG's game with Kent State Saturday
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BLOCK: Freshman Laura Avila and senior Noelle Spitlet try to block a spile from Toledo's Lauren Rafdal during Friday's match
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Ecuadorean wins
Spanish snoring
contest

Red Cross: 7 fans
die from football
stampede

21 die in bus and
truck collision in
Uganda

MADRIO (AP) - A 62-yearold Ecuadorean has snored long
enough to win Spain's first siesta
championship

NAIROBI. Kenya-Seven
fans died in a stampede Saturday
while trying to enter a stadium
where a football match between
two of Kenya's most popular
teams was being played, the
Kenya Red Cross said.

KAMPALA. Uganda (AP)
- Police say that 21 people have
died after a bus collided with a
truck carrying fuel in northern
Uganda

Unemployed security worker
Pedro Soiia Lopez took the top
prize of eurol.000 (J1.400) after
sleeping for 17 minutes amid
the uproar of a teeming Madrid
shopping center.

Nwoya district police commander Moses Okello said
Sunday that the accident took
place in his district nearly 186
miles (500 kilometers) from
Kampala He said that 17 people
died at the sight of the accident,
four died in the hospital and
12 have been admitted to the
Nwoya hospital in serious condition.

Six people died when they
were run over by the crowd
outside Nyayo National Stadium
in Nairobi, and one died after
being taken to Kenyatta National
Hospital, said Red Cross spokesman Titus Mungo'u. He said at
least four people were injured,
but that number could be higher
since several ambulance services
were called to the scene

Organizers said he not only
slept soundly but his snoring on
Tuesday registered 70 decibels
- roughly the equivalent of the
noise of someone talking - and
earned him extra points.
The somewhat tongue-incheek, nine-day contest ended
Saturday.

Okello said that the accident
was caused by poor visibility and
speeding as the bus headed to
Kampala.

Jack Oguda. the CEO of the
Kenya Premier League, said he
did not know why fans couldn t
get into the stadium properly
because it wasn't full

It was aimed at promoting a
revival of this timeless custom so
identified with Spain but which
organizers said is in danger of
fading away because of the pressures of modern times

Road accidents are common
in Uganda. Each year more
than 2.000 people die in road
accidents in Uganda, according
to police.

-TomOdula.(AP)
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Top Mafia fugitive
nabbed in Sicily
ROME (AP)- Police in Sicily
have arrested one of Italy's 30
mo:;t dangerous Mafia fugitives.
Gerlandino Messina had
been on the run for 11 years
before being nabbed Saturday
by Carabmieri in Favara. near
Agngento. his power base in
Sicily.
In a statement. Premier
Silvio Berlusconi said the arrest
was the latest evidence of the
government's "unprecedented
success" in cracking down on
organized crime.
The ANSA news agency said
the 38-year-old Messina had
been convicted and sentenced to
Me in prison for mafia association
and a series of murders.
Interior Minister Roberto
Maroni said the arrest showed
Italy was getting closer to nabbing the head of the Sicilian
Mafia. Only 16 men remain on
Italy's list of 30 top fugitives following a series of arrests.

Gun battle in
northern Mexico
kills 3 bystanders
CIUOAD JUAREZ. Mexco (AP)
- Three bystarders ded in the crossfire of a shootout between gunmen,
police and soldiers in northern
Mexico on Sunday.
The victims were a 14-year-old
boy and two women aged 18 and
47. attending to a statement by
the prosecutors office in northern
Coahuila state.
The statement said gunmen
traveling in two vehicles opened
fire on a convoy of federal police
and soldiers in the city of Saftillo.
Coahuila The officers and soldiers
returned fire
It was not clear who feed the
shots that killed the bystanders,
but the state attorney general's
office said it was investigating and
expressed condolences to the viccms' families.
"They are civilians who unfortunately died m the exchange of
gunfire." it said describing a running
series of confrontations between
police and assailants who allegedly fired shots into the air to clear
bystanders from their path at one
point.
Mexico's army, which has taken
a leading role m combating drug
gangs, has come under criticism for
alleged indiscriminate use of force
and firing on civilians

Deal sought to end
Gitmo war crimes
trial
GUANTANAM0 BAY NAVAL
BASE, Cuba (AP)-Attorneys
for a Canadian held by U.S.
authorities since he was 15 said
Sunday that a last-minute plea
deal could still halt the first war
crimes trial under President
Barack Obama
Lawyers for Omar Khadr
said a military judge planned a
closed session just hours before
the scheduled start of his war
crimes tribunal on charges that
could result in a life sentence
Settlement talks were confidential, and the lawyers declined to
discuss what issues had yet to be
resolved
Khadr, 24, is accused of
throwing a grenade that killed
US Army Sgt 1st Class
Christopher Speer during a battle
m Afghanistan in 2002. The U.S.
says the Canadian, who was seriously wounded in the battle and
has been in custody ever since.
is a war criminal because he was
not a legitimate soldier but an
al-Qaida militant. He also faces
charges of spying, material support for terrorism, conspiracy and
attempted murder.
The trial began in August but
was put on hold when Khadr's
defense lawyer fell ill and collapsed in the courtroom.

raqi court orders parliament back to work
Lam Mat
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Iraq's
highest court on Sunday
ordered parliament backlo
work after a virtual sevenmonth recess, intensifying pressure to break the
political stalemate that
has held up formation of a

new government.
The 325 lawmakers met
only once since they were
elected on March 7 for a session that lasted 20 minutes
and consisted of a reading
from Islam's holy book, the
Quran, the playing of the
national anthem and swearing in new members.
Under the constitution,

parliament was required to
meet within 15 days of final
court approval of election
results, which came on June
1. Lawmakers met on June
14 and should have chosen a
parliament speaker during
their first session and then
the president within 30 days.
But these appointments
had to be put off because

they are part of the negotia- to choose a new leadership
tions between major politi- and to put off choosing a
cal blocs over the rest of the new speaker or president.
new leadership — including
But the Supreme Court
a prime minister and top deemed that decision "illeCabinet officials.
gal" in its ruling on Sunday.
After the )une meeting,
"The federal Supreme
lawmakers agreed to leave Court decided to cancel this
the parliament session open decision, binding the parbut unattended — a techni- liament speaker to call on
cality to allow more time lawmakers to convene par-

liament and resume work,"
the ruling said.
The delay "violated the
constitution," it added.
Parliament's absence has
meant inaction on business-friendly reforms, such
as streamlining bureaucracy and clarifying rules for
foreign investment, among
other major decisions.

>ou'd like to see brought to BGSU?
us know! UAO would love to hear your suggestions
and ideas! E-mail them to us at myuao(S)bgsu.edu OR
check out our FaceDook at
www.tacebook.com/BGSU.UftO
and let us know what you want to see!

University Activities Organization
Presents
Movie Series (9:30PM-BTSU Theatre)
The Orphan: Sunday, October 24th | Tuesday, October 26th | Friday, October 29th
Dinner For Schmucks: Sunday, October 31st | Tuesday, November 2nd
Friday, November 5th
Inception:Sunday, November 14th | Tuesday, November 16th
Friday, November 19th
The Other Guys: Sunday, December 5th | Tuesday, December 7th
Friday, December 10th

vO

Community Outreach Events
Pumpkin Pageant: Thursday, October 27th (Arts Village 16-8PM)
i/»

Comedy and Speakers Events
Johnny Cardinale: Thursday, November 4th
(BTSU Multi-Purpose Room 18-930PM)
Homegrown Events
Luau: Tuesday, November 23rd (BTSU Multi-Purpose Room 12-5PM)
Series Events
Tunes @ Noon: Monday, November 8th (Founders Dining Hall 112-1PM)
Grocery Bingo:>: Friday, October 23rd [Thursday,
I Thursd
November 18th
Thursday, December 2nd
(Black Swamp Pub [ 8-930PM)
>
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Falcons keep busy over weekend
The BG hockey team swept Alabama-Huntsville. the football team struggled to move the ball in a loss to KSU and the volleyball team lost to Toledo and Ball State
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Ecuadorean wins
Spanish snoring
contest

Red Cross: 7 fans
die from football
stampede

MADRID (AP)- A 62-year-

NAIROBI Kenya - Seven

old Ecuadorean has snored long

21 die in bus and
truck collision in
Uganda
KAMPALA. Uganda (AP)

fans died in a stampede Saturday

- Police say that 21 people have

Top Mafia fugitive
nabbed in Sicily
ROME (AP) - Police in Sicily
have arrested one of Italy s SO
most dangerous Mafia fugitives

Gun battle in
northern Mexico
kills 3 bystanders

Deal sought to end
Gitmo war crimes
trial

CIUDAD JUAREZ Mexico (AP)
- Three bystanders eked in the cross-
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'onts'unprecedented

Tuesday registered 10 decibels

Hospital, said Red Cross spokes-

four died in the hospital and

success in cracking down on

- roughly the equivalent of the

man Titus Mungo'u. He said at

12 have been admitted to the

organized crime

least four people were injured

Nwoya hospital in serious condi-

but that number could be higher

tion.

Organizers said he not only

noise of someone talking - and
earned him extra points

since several ambulance services

The somewhat tongue-in-

were called to the scene

cheek, nine-day contest ended

Jack Oguda. the CEO of the

Saturday.

Kenya Premier League, said he

It was aimed at promoting a

did not know why fans couldn't

revival of this timeless custom so

get into the stadium properly

identified with Spam but which

because it wasn't full

organizers said is in danger of

■TomOdula.(AP)

fading away because of the pressures of modern times

Okello said that the accident

The ANSA news agency said
the 58-year-old Messina had
been convicted and senterced to

was caused by p

life in prison for mafia association

speeding as the bus headed to

and a series of murders

Kampala.

fire of a shootout between gunmen,

The victims were a 14-year-old

for a Canadian held by U.S.

deal could still halt the first war

boy and two women aged 18 and

crimes trial under President

47. according to a statement by

Barack Obama
lawyers for Omar Khadr

the prosecutors office in northern
Coahula state
The statement said gunmen
1 n two vehicles opened
fire on a convoy of federal police

said a military judge planned a
closed session just hours before
the scheduled start of his war
crimes tnbunal on charges that

and soldiers in the cit/ of SaWk)

could result m a life sentence

Coahuila. The officers and sold#rs

Settlement talks were confiden-

reru-ned fire

tial, and the 'awyers declined to

It was not clear who fired the

discuss what issues had yet to be
resolved

shots that killed the bystanders.
Khadr. 24. is accused of

but the state attorney general's

Interior Minister Roberto

office said it was investigating and

throwing a grenade that killed

Maroni said the arrest showed

expressed condolences to the v*

US Army Sgt 1st Class

in Uganda. Each year more

Italy was getting closer to nab-

tims'families

Christopher Speer during a battle

than 2.000 people die m road

bing the head of the Sicilian

accidents in Uganda, according

Mafia Only 16 men remain on

to police

Italy s list of 50 top fugitives fol-

Road accidents are common

lowing a series of arrests.

m Afghanistan in 2002 The U S
The/ are civilians who unfortunately died m the exchange of
gunfire, it said, describing a running
series of confrontations between
poke and assailants who allegedly fired shots into the air to clear
bystanders from their path at one
point
Meucos army, which has taken

says the Canadian, who was seriously wounded in the battle and
has been in custody ever since,
is a war criminal because he was
not a legitimate soldier but an
al-Qaida militant. He also faces
charges of spying, material support for terrorism, conspiracy and
attempted murder.

a leading role in combating drug
gangs, has come under cntKrsm for
alleged indrscnmn ite use of force
ard fmng on civilians

The trial began in August but
was put on hold when Khadr s
defense lawyer fell ill and collapsed in the courtroom

Iraqi court orders parliament back to work
Lara Jakes
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Iraq's
highest court on Sunday
orderedparliamentbackto
work after a virtual sevenmonth recess, intensifying pressure to hreak the
political stalemate thai
lias held up forni.it ion of a

new government.
The :i2f> lawmakers met
only once since they were
elected on March 7 lor a session that lasted 21) minutes
and consisted of a reading
from Islam's holy hook, the
Quran, the playing of the
national anthem and swearing in new members.
Under the constitution.

parliament was required to
meet within 15 days of final
court approval of election
results, which came on lime
I. Lawmakers met on June
1-1 and should have chosen a
parliament speaker during
their first session and then
the president within 30 days
But these appointments
had to he put off because

they are part of the negotiations between major political hlocs over the rest of the
new leadership — including
a prime minister and top
Cabinet officials.
After the |une meeting,
lawmakers agreed to leave
the parliament session open
Inn unattended
a technicality to allow more lime

to choose a new leadership
and to put off choosing a
new speaker or president.
But the Supreme Court
deemed that decision illegal" in its ruling on Sunday.
"The federal Supreme
(lourt decided to cancel this
decision, hinding the parliament speaket to rail on
lawmakers to convene par

liament and resume work,''
the ruling said.
The delay "violated the
constitution." it added.
Parliament's absence has
meant inaction on business-friendly reforms, such
as streamlining bureaucracy and clarifying rules for
foreign investment, among
other major decisions.

fog you'd like to see brought to BGSU?
TSTus know! UAO would love to hear your suggestions
and ideas! E-mail them to us at my uao(@ bgsu.edu OR
check out our Facebook a
www.facebook.com/BGSU.UAO
and let us know what you want to see!
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University Activities Organization
Presents
Movie Series (9:30PM-BTSU Theatre)
The Orphan: Sunday, October 24th | Tuesday, October 26th | Friday, October 29th

Q. <?
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Dinner For Schmucks: Sunday, October 31 st | Tuesday, November 2nd
Friday, November 5th

c c

Inception: Sunday, November 14th | Tuesday, November 16th
Friday, November 19th

00 tn

The Other Guys: Sunday, December 5th | Tuesday, December 7th
Friday, December 10th
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Community Outreach Events
Pumpkin Pageant: Thursday, October 27th (Arts Village 16-8PM)
Comedy and Speakers Events
Johnny Cardinale: Thursday, November 4th
(BTSU Multi-Purpose Room | 8-9:30PM)

CM

m

6\

Homegrown Events
Luau:Tuesday, November 23rd (BTSU Multi-Purpose Room 12-5PM)

_

Series Events
Tunes @ Noon: Monday, November 8th (Founders Dining Hall 112-1PM)
Grocery Bingo: Friday, October 23rd [Thursday, November 18th
Thursday, December 2nd
(Black Swamp Pub | 8-9:30PM)

Feature
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Zombie outbreak survivors seek antidote
BG Undead participants gather at Olscamp to recount mission

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix DA TOR
brought to you by
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I "Gel going!"
9 Bantam
15 Consort of Gustav I
16 Like many barber shops
17 "Beats me"
19 Bulbs m the kitchen
20 Speed
21 Wms approval
23 Fellow
2*1 Contraction of a son
25 Botanical opening
27 "Oh. sure'''
31 Italian classic
34 Many a Middi" I
36 Reservation opening
38 Arrives at
39 Vault"'s target
40 Before, before
41 Cast
43 Gastever of "SNL"
44 Main call
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1 Word with run or [ump
2 "No way!"
3 Regardless of the
consequences
4 "Star Trek" character
Chekov
5 Poem with the line "Who
intimately lives with ram"
6 Pen emission
7 Stats for OBs
8 Touching game
9 Fake it
3;
10 Pass
11 Little sucker
12 You usually can't
walk to one
13Ger.
14 Computer
filename ending
18 Utah County city
21 Moe. for one
22 "The Spirit" comics
writer Will
23 Emotionally
therapeutic episode
25 Convince using
(lattery
26 Badge material
27 "God's Other Son"
radio host
28 Swing time?
29 Flammable gas
30 Bnght swimmers

ANSWERS
45
47
50
52
56

Points at dinner
In the habit of
Big fan
"And afterward?"
Explosive solvent, as
it was formerly called
57 Some tiny rods
and spheres
58 Funny bit
59 Versatile auxiliary
wind-catcher

DACO

InTERHET

"O. swear not by ...
the fickle moon ... _
that thy love prove
likewise variable":
"Romeo and Juliet"
Outside. Pref.
Aurora's counterpart
Three abroad
Shooter s target
Literally, 'for this"
Petulant
L.iura of "ER"
"That's not good!"
Old man of the sea
Small tool case
Great achievement
Tambo Colorado
builder
Mg. and kg.
"Frontline* airer
Noon indicator
Chess champion who
succeeded Botvinnik

HIGH SPEED DSL
.~_$29 95/MONTH

JERVICE

COMPUTER REPAIRS

" "www.ilacor.iici

.

or call 4ig.3B2.35B8

Ola Waal waaslar ■•■lino Grain

The BG News
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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Services Offered

For Rent

Campus Quarters Carryout!
Carryout Beer, Wine, Liquor til
2:30am! Pop. juice, snacks. ATM.
Across Wooster from Harshman!

1 BR apt 854 8th St $400 /mo +
elec w/ $400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354

Help Wanted

1. 2 & 4BR avail. 300 E. Merry SL
rooms low as Sl99/mo.
see CartyRentals.com
All next to campus

419-353-0325.9-9

Services Offered
TOP: Humais head to Olscamp (or a debriefing after a mission to get an antidote on University Lawn
BOTTOM: Humans re'over lost ammunition strewn about during a mission in which humans attempted to retrieve an antidote
that can cure survivors bitten' by a zombie

SALSA. BALLET,
BELLYDANCE. YOGA.
www laurashakli com
or RadianceStudio on Facebook.
New Session starts Mon, Oct 25

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x!74.

Earn $t000-S3200'mo.
to drive our cars with ads.
Initial tee required
wwwAdCarDriver.com

5BR, 2 Bath home, 617 N, Main,
avail spring / summer 2011.
$875*110, call 419-722-1371.
Large 1 BR, near campus,
$500'mo. utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882

FREE SENIOR PORTRAITS
Tuesday,
gam - 7:30pm in 201BTSU

V

Wednesday & Thursday,
gam. - 4:30pm in the Black Swamp Pub
•'• "'■
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BGSU

Don't Be Left Out!

A free portrait session automatically
gets your photo in the 2011 KEY Senior
Magazine to be published in April
You'll receive four poses to select prints if you choose.
Make an appointment online at WWlv.myseniorportrait.com or walk ins accepted.

